WELL GROUTED

This season’s decorative tiles dazzle and inspire in a stylish range of stone-cold-cool designs.

Produced by Kate Bergeron with Elizabeth Hübirsch
Photography by Shay Platz
“For the shower of this 1928 Spanish-style California home, my client wanted to feel like he was surrounded by a lush garden, so I brought in nature by incorporating plants; the colorful tile is a nod to the architecture.”

—ADRIANNA LOPEZ
adriannelopezdesign.com

“A WALL OF WINDOWS LOOKS OUT ON A STRIP OF GARDEN, BRINGING IN NATURAL LIGHT, WHILE DARK BLUE TILES AND WARM TIMBERS PROVIDE AN INVITING BATHING EXPERIENCE.”

—REBEKAH VALLANCE
cultivar.net.au

“THIS MOSAIC PATTERN WAS CHOSEN TO MELT IN WITH THE COLORS OF THE LANDSCAPE—SUMMERTIME GREENS AND THE RED/BROWN SHADES OF FALL.”

—RICHARD LINDVALL
richardlindvall.com

Clockwise from top right: A lively blue-and-white geometric pattern, Fez from Granada Tile’s Echo collection, brings Mediterranean flair to a Southern California shower by Adriana Lopez. This outdoor shower designed by Richard Lindvall blends in with its environment, thanks to its nature-inspired mosaic tile by Beazza and copper fixtures. Royal blue ceramic tiles and a recycled-pine benchtop lend color and texture to this Rebekah Vallance-designed bath.